Ensuring constraint satisfaction in large-scale systems with hard constraints is vital in many safety critical systems. The challenge is to design controllers that are efficiently synthesized offline, easily implementable online, and provide formal correctness guarantees. In this paper, we provide a method to compute correct-by-construction controllers for a network of coupled linear systems with additive bounded disturbances such that i) the design of the controllers is fully compositional -we use an optimization-based approach that iteratively computes subsystem-level assume-guarantee contracts in the form of robust control invariant sets; and ii) the controllers are decentralized hence online implementation requires only the local state information. We present illustrative examples, including a case study on a system with 1000 dimensions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hard constraints on state and control exist in many systems, where the controller should keep the state within a certain safe region using the admissible control inputs, no matter how the disturbances hit the system. Examples include collision avoidance in autonomous driving [1] , capacity bounds in inventory management [2] , safety thresholds in anesthesia [3] , and temperature bounds in heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems [4] .
It can be shown that the infinite-time constraint satisfaction problem is equivalent to finding robust control invariant (RCI) sets [5] , [6] in the state-space of the system. Existence of an RCI set guarantees existence of a control policy that keeps the state in the set for all times and for all allowable disturbances. Given an RCI set, extracting the set-invariance controller is straightforward. RCI sets are commonly used to guarantee recursive feasibility in model predictive controllers (MPC) [6] (as the terminal constraint of the MPC optimization problem), or act as the set bounding the trajectory tracking error in tube MPC [7] - [12] .
We focus on two major shortcomings in computing and using RCI sets for large-scale systems. First, their computation is expensive. Even though techniques for computing RCI sets for linear systems can be mapped to convex optimization problems [13] , [14] , they are still computationally expensive for very large problems [15] . Second, even when an RCI set is available for a large-scale system, the controller is essentially centralized as it requires the global state knowledge.
This work was partially supported by the NSF under grants CPS-1446151 and IIS-1723995 K. Ghasemi We consider large-scale linear systems with set-valued additive disturbances and provide a fully compositional method to design decentralized set-invariance controllers. The novelty of the method lies in the fact that the coupling terms between subsystems are treated as set-valued disturbances, and the method iteratively shrinks these coupling effects such that the obtained RCI sets are small, hence subsystems would operate closely to their nominal points or trajectories. The RCI sets are parameterized as zonotopes and act as assumeguarantee contracts between subsystems. We use zonotope order reduction methods [16] , [17] to limit the complexity growth of zonotopes over the iterations, which terminates when the obtained RCI sets converge.
Related work The efficient computation of formally correct controllers for large-scale systems is an active area of research. Designing assume guarantee contracts for monotone dynamical systems was studied in [18] , [19] . For safety specifications, assume guarantee contracts become closely related to RCI sets [20] . A close work to this paper is [21] , where the authors formulated the problem of finding separable, decentralized RCI sets for linear systems with constant linear feedback gains using linear matrix inequalities (LMIs). While this method yields decentralized RCI sets and controllers, it is not compositional and the underlying LMI is solved for the whole system. We applied our method to an example in [21] and compared the results. The authors in [22] formulated a similar problem and provided a solution similar to the one in this paper in the respect that they also treated the coupling terms as disturbances. However, the key difference is that they considered coupling terms to be fixed -each subsystem was assumed to be able to take state and controls from the whole set of its admissible values. This assumption leads to very strong couplings and large RCI sets or even infeasibility. In reality, the coupling terms can be made smaller by restricting the state and controls of each subsystem to take values from smaller sets in their admissible sets. The question remains how to choose these sets in a "correct" and compositional way. This paper follows this line of idea as we iteratively shrink the coupling effects to obtain smaller RCI sets.
II. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES
The n-dimensional Euclidean space is denoted by R n . We use N to denote the set of positive integers and define N q := {x ∈ N, x ≤ q}, q ∈ N . The Minkowski sum of two sets A ⊂ R n and B ⊂ R n is defined as A ⊕ B := {a + b|a ∈ A, b ∈ B}. The diagonal matrix obtained from the elements of a vector h ∈ R n is denoted by diag(h) ∈ R n×n . The m by n zero matrix is denoted by 0 m×n and identity matrix of size n is shown by I n . Given A ∈ R n×m , the 1-norm of matrix A is denoted by ||A|| 1 and is equal to n i=1 m j=1 |a ij |, where a ij is the element of matrix A in ith row and jth column. The element-wise absolute value of A is denoted by |A|. Given a set X ⊂ R n and A ∈ R m×n , we define AX := {Ax|x ∈ X }. Given two matrices A 1 , A 2 with the same number of rows, the matrix obtained from their horizontal concatenation is denoted by
A zonotope Z(c, H) ⊂ R n is defined as:
where H ∈ R n×p . The columns of H are called generators, c ∈ R n is its center, and B p :
The zonotope order is defined as ( p n ). The Minkowski sum of two zonotopes in R n can be written as:
Consider a discrete-time linear system in the form:
where x ∈ X, u ∈ U , and d ∈ D. The sets X, D ⊂ R n and U ⊂ R m define constraints for the state, disturbance, and control, respectively. The matrices A ∈ R n×n and B ∈ R n×m are constant and t ∈ N denotes the discrete time. Definition 1 (RCI set): An RCI set for system (3) is a set Ω ⊆ X for which there exists at least one controller that keeps the state of the system in that set for the next time step, for all allowable disturbances:
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we formalize the problem of set-invariance controller design for a network of dynamically coupled discrete-time linear systems that have the following form:
are the state, control input, and disturbance for subsystem i, respectively; A ii ∈ R ni×ni and B ii ∈ R ni×mi characterize the internal dynamics of subsystem i; A ij ∈ R ni×nj and B ij ∈ R ni×mj characterize the coupling effects of subsystem j on subsystem i; and i ∈ I, where I is the index set for subsystems.
Problem 1: Given system (5), find sets Ω i and Θ i for all
Throughout the paper, we assume that the matrix pairs (A ii , B ii ) are controllable for all i ∈ I and the sets X i ,
i are given. Note that this assumption is not restrictive in most common problems, since zonotopes are flexible objects that approximate most symmetric sets. Also, as it will become clear later in the paper, by under-approximating X i and U i and over-approximating D i , our solution to Problem 1 remains correct but becomes conservative.
IV. SINGLE RCI SET COMPUTATION
In this section, we provide a method to find an RCI set for a single system. The extracted controller is centralized and its implementation requires a convex program -it can be shown that the controller can be explicitly represented as a piecewise affine function of the state, although we seldom find it useful to compute it. The following method provides a bound on this extracted controller. The bound is named action set and is denoted by Θ. The RCI set computation method presented here is closely related to the one in [13] .
Theorem 1: Let system (3) with constraints on the state and input control and D = Z(0, G d ), where G d ∈ R n×p . If ∃k ∈ N , and matrices T ∈ R n×k and M ∈ R m×k such that the following relation holds:
then Ω = Z(0, T ) is an RCI set. Proof: Note that the structure of matrices T and M is not unique and the value of k can be changed to derive different T and M . This enables iterations over different k. (3):
If Z(0, T ) is an RCI set, x(t + 1) should be in the set T B k and it can happen if the following relation is satisfied:
We can augment the right hand side of (10) by adding p zero vector to the left of the matrix T to equate the dimensions of left hand matrices on both sides and reach:
If T and M satisfy the condition below, it implies that (11) is satisfied and Z(0, T ) is the RCI set:
State and control input constraints force (8) and (9). Constraints (8) and (9) can be added, together with other constraints, to an optimization problem for the calculation of the RCI set. We refer the readers to [23] where the authors presented a set of linear constraints for the zonotope containment problem. The objective is to minimize ||T || 1 , means minimizing all the elements of matrix T . It is a suitable linear heuristic to make the volume of RCI set Z(0, T ) small. Other heuristics may also be employed. Thus, we find the RCI set by the following linear program (LP):
The final algorithm to find the RCI set (Ω) and the action set (Θ = Z(0, M )) is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Single RCI
Require: A, B, G x , G u , G d 1: Initializing: k = 1 2: while False infeasibility do 3:
T, M ← Solving Optimization Problem (13) 4:
k ← k + 1 5: end whilereturn T, M Remark 1: Both methods in Theorem 1 and [13] are able to derive the same RCI sets albeit they are different in formulations and the choice of variables. First, the authors in [13] , considered the matrices T ∈ R n×pk and M ∈ R m×pk in the form of [T 1 , · · · , T k ] and [M 1 , · · · , M k ], where each T q ∈ R n×p and M q ∈ R m×p (q ∈ N k ), respectively. This implies that the number of columns in T is a multiplication of p, whereas this is not necessarily the case in our formulation. Second, the RCI set in [13] is in the form of Minkowski sum of mapped disturbance sets, k q=1 T q D. V. ITERATIVE COMPOSITIONAL RCI SET SYNTHESIS Now, we present the main contribution of this paper. The main idea is to treat state and control couplings acting on a subsystem as disturbances. It is irrational to characterize such disturbance as caused by the whole admissible set of the states and controls of other subsystems. Instead, the other subsystems only operate in a limited set of states and using a limited set of control inputs. So, couplings are smaller and essentially depend on the whole system behavior. Achieving it needs a circular method and we start this circularity by initializing by some arbitrary sets of admissible states and controls and shrinking these sets using an iterative measure. A natural candidate for initial sets are (scalar multiplications of) the whole set of admissible values. The obtained RCI sets and its corresponding set of control inputs are then used as new constraints and couplings, which can be used to reiterate the computation of RCI sets. This procedure continues and all of the RCI sets will be recomputed for each subsystem individually. The resulting RCI sets and their corresponding admissible control sets shrink by construction. Thus, the successive iterations lead to convergence. This method is effectively constructing assume-guarantee contracts in the form of RCI sets, where we declare assumptions on states and control inputs of coupled subsystems j and in return guarantee that the state and the control input of the subsystem i remain inside certain sets.
A. State and Control Input Coupling as Disturbance
In order to address the aforementioned problem in a compositional manner where each subsystem is solved independently, the couplings between the subsystems are regarded as disturbances. We initiate the method with x i ∈ Z(0, G x i ) and u i ∈ Z(0, G u i ) for all i. Therefore, for subsystem i the disturbance set can be seen as:
Since zonotopes are closed under Minkowski sum, we can rewrite the above expression as:
which brings the system in (5) to the following form:
where d extend i ∈ Z(0, G extend i ). By using Algorithm 1, the RCI set and action set can be computed. In order to have shrinking RCI sets, the last two constraints in (13) are modified to reflect the new bounds for the state and control inputs, so that the new RCI and action sets become subsets of the ones in the last iteration.
B. Zonotope Order Reduction
Zonotope order reduction methods help us to overapproximate a zonotope Z(c, H) by a zonotope with fewer generators (smaller order). This technique is useful in recursive methods that increase zonotope order, as operations with high order zonotopes are computationally expensive. There are several methods for zonotope order reduction [16] , [17] . Boxing method [24] , [25] over-approximates the zonotope by a box that has the following upper and lower bounds:
where H ∈ R n×p and h i is its generator. These bounds correspond to a box that is represented by reduce(H). We dropped c, because it is always zero in our case. So,
Since the order of disturbance in (16) is large and gets even larger with the number of iterations, we use the zonotope order reduction method to improve computational complexity. So, the disturbance set can be replaced by Z(0, reduce(G extend i )). Note that zonotope order reduction methods give an over-approximation of the input zonotope, therefore, a tighter over-approximation of the disturbance set results in a less conservative solution. In this paper, we used the boxing method for zonotope order reduction. The iterative procedure is shown in Algorithm 2. for i ∈ I do 4:
Algorithm 2 Compositional decentralized RCI Algorithm
end for 8: end whilereturn Z(0, T i ), Z(0, M i ), ∀i ∈ I
C. Computational Complexity
For polynomial-time interior-point LP solvers, the worst case complexity is O(β 3.5 ), where β is the number of variables and constraints [26] . Considering system (5) and using the boxing method, the number of variables and constraints for each single LP in Algorithm 2 is:
where k i is the number of columns in the RCI generator, typically observed to be at the same order of the contollability index of (A ii , B ii ). The total number of LPs to be solved is |I| times the number of iterations in Algorithm 2.
VI. CASE STUDIES
In this section, we consider three case studies. In the first case, we compare our method to [21] . In the second one, we demonstrate the scalabilty of our approach on a large system. Finally, we utilize our method to control an HVAC system to show its applicability in engineering problems.
(a) subsystem 1 (b) subsystem 2 (c) subsystem 3 Fig. 1 : The RCI sets obtained for each subsystem in case study 1 using our approach.
Fig. 2:
The RCI sets presented in [21] . Subsystems 1 to 3 are shown from left to right. The RCI sets are in red (the blue areas are the possible states in the next time step). A comparison with Fig. 1 shows that our approach results in smaller RCI sets.
A. Case study 1
This example is adopted from [21] , where the authors considered the following dynamics for each subsystem:
where R(θ) is the counter-clockwise rotation matrix in R 2 , x i (t), u i (t), d i (t) ∈ R 2 are the state, control input, and disturbance. The control input and disturbance are bounded: ||u i || ∞ ≤ 0.65 and ||d i || ∞ ≤ 0.4. Similar to [21] , we consider three subsystems. We use α i = 0.8 and β ij can take two values: 0.1 if |i − j| = 1 and 0 otherwise. The results of our method are illustrated in Fig. 1 , while the results of [21] are shown in Fig. 2 . The advantages of our method against [21] are as follows: i) we obtain smaller RCI sets, ii) it is faster since it is compositional, and iii) it does not assume any specific shape for the input controllers -in [21] , the authors assume the controllers to be linear. They reported 11 seconds of computation time whereas our method took 0.25 second on a MacBook Pro 2.6 GHz Intel Core i7.
B. Case study 2
Here we test our approach on a large scale system. Inspired by [27] , we generate a random large system. In [27] , the authors initially scatter random points in a square field and assign each potint to a subsystem. If the Euclidean distance between any two points is less than a user-defined threshold (R), they are considered as neighbors. In order to generate more asymmetry, we distribute two classes of subsystems where each class has its own A ii . As illustrated in Fig. 3a , we distribute equal numbers of red and blue subsystems in the field. The dynamics for each subsystem is:
where A ii s are 1 1 1 2 and 1 1 0 1 for red and blue subsystems, respectively. For all subsystems, B ii is 0 1 . If subsystems i and j are not neighbors, A ij = 0. Otherwise:
where λ is a constant and dist(i, j) is Euclidean distance between points i and j in Fig. 3a . The following constraints are imposed on (21):
The execution time for finding RCI sets in different conditions are reported in Table I . Since the size of the field is fixed, as the number of subsystems increase, the couplings get stronger. For very large couplings, the disturbance becomes very large such that it leads to infeasiblity in LPs. Thus, we alter λ and R to adjust the disturbances to maintain feasibility. Finally, as a sample, one of the RCI sets is illustrated in Fig. 3b . 
C. Case study 3
As the third example, we consider the control of a HVAC system. We require that the temperature in a building follows a desired trajectory so that we can save energy during offhours and also maintain the desired temperature in office hours. We model the HVAC system in the EPIC building at Boston university. There are 6 separate spaces on the ground floor. The floor plan is shown in Fig. 4a . We borrow the model from [28] and [29] , which is the following:
where T i , the state of subsystem i is the temperature of room i, and u i , the control input is the rate of energy HVAC system releases in its surroundings; d i is the disturbance that can be the result of transferring heat to the outside environment, human bodies, or other unknown factors; N i is a set of rooms neighbouring room i. The matrices are:
where ∆τ is the time step assumed to be 15 minutes.
c i = 1.375 × 10 3 KJ K is the thermal capacitance of the air in room i. R i,j = 14 KW K and R o,i = 50 KW K are the thermal resistance between room i and j and the thermal resistance between room i and the outside environment, respectively. The bounds on each u i (t) and d i (t) are: 0 ≤ u i (t) ≤ 9, −1.6 ≤ d i (t) ≤ 1.6.
We use tube MPC [11] , [12] , which takes advantage of the superposition principle of linear systems and divides the system into two. One is nominal, which tracks the trajectory, while the other one keeps the state of the system inside a tube around the nominal trajectory. The cross section of the tube at each time step is the RCI set. The results for room 6 are shown in Fig. 4b .
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We presented a compositional method to derive minimal approximation of decentralized robust control invariant sets for discrete-time linear time-invariant systems. Our approach uses iterative linear programs, which makes it very fast and applicable to large systems by breaking them into subsystems. Our method does not rely on linear controllers and it is correct-by-construction.
In future work, we will investigate using different methods for zonotope order reduction to get tighter overapproximation of disturbances hence reducing conservatism. In addition, we will consider extending our method to deal with nonlinear and hybrid dynamics, with a particular focus on piecewise affine models.
